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Jalen, a baseball genius, has just helped Yankees star player
James Yager, “JY”, survive General Manager Jeffrey Foxx’s
attempt to end Yager’s baseball career. Jalen plans to continue
helping JY, but JY has a different idea: while JY is willing to
continue to promote Silver Liner Diner, the restaurant Jalen’s
father runs, he thinks Jalen’s baseball genius help is no longer
necessary. Disappointed, Jalen switches his focus toward
proving himself as a valuable player on his own baseball team.
When things start to fall apart for JY, he is suddenly eager
to reinstate Jalen. Complications arise when Jalen becomes
fearful of losing too many things: JY’s promotions of his father’s
diner, the money which would help him locate his long-lost
mother, and his own place on a championship baseball team.
All of Jalen’s dreams seem to be crashing down around him.
Will Jalen be able to save JY’s professional career and be on a
winning baseball championship team himself? To do so will take
a special double play.

Discussion Questions
1. Was Jalen aware of the seriousness of sending
signals to JY that helped the Yankees win their game?
Jeffrey Foxx, general manager, said he was going to
charge Jalen with stealing and sue him for stealing
dirt from the stadium. How would Mr. DeLuca feel if
he knew exactly what Jalen did?
2. When Jeffrey Foxx threatened to expose JY as a
fraud, how did the Yankees star prevent him from
doing so? Describe Jeffrey Foxx. How did he get to
this point in his professional career?
3. Why did JY insist that “Lucky Calamari” was the
reason his performance went so well and not Jalen’s
baseball genius? Was Jalen using his skills to help JY,
his family, or himself?
4. How much pressure was put on Jalen to make his
father’s dream come true? Was he making sacrifices
for his father? If so, do you think these sacrifices will
have both short-term and long-term effects?
5. Jalen had several dreams: to be a successful
player on the Rockets team, help his father build a
successful business, get JY out of his slump, find his

mother, and gain acknowledgement for his baseball
genius. Are these realistic dreams? Discuss his
biggest challenges and what he might do to try and
overcome them.
6. Jalen’s dad insisted that he did not see cooking as
work; it was a joy for him to do. What makes a good
job, and why? Why might someone continue working
at a job they don’t like?
7. Throughout the story, Mr. DeLuca was very
attentive to Jalen and the Silver Liner Diner. He
made sandwiches for the Rockets even though JY
had already paid for food. How would you describe
Mr. DeLuca? Give examples from the book to explain
your answer. Jalen was embarrassed by his dad when
he brought sandwiches to the Rockets, and also
embarrassed at himself. What bothered Jalen?
8. Jalen looked at his home with a boarded-up
window, a blue tarp draped over a leaking roof, and
a partially collapsed porch and was worried about
reporters showing up there and taking pictures.
What did you learn about Jalen from that reaction?
Jalen would like to help make things better for his
family. What does Mr. DeLuca suggest he do to help?

9. Daniel, Jalen’s best friend and teammate, had a
temper. His temper often made conditions worse
for Jalen, but they remained best friends. What are
the most important elements of a friendship? Why
is it important to be able to forgive the people you
care about? Discuss the many times Daniel’s actions
complicated Jalen’s life. How did Jalen handle
Daniel’s temper? Give examples from the book.
10. When Chris prepared to punch Jalen, Coach
Gamble reminded him that he didn’t want to hurt
his pitching hand. Which should have been more
important for Coach Gamble to address: the idea
of Chris hurting his hand while fighting, or the
fact that he wanted to beat up Jalen? Where did
Coach Gamble’s priorities lie? How would you have
addressed the situation had you been in Coach
Gamble’s position?
11. Discuss Coach Gamble’s demand that all players
throw their medals into the garbage bag because
second place was trash. What was Daniel’s opinion?
Compare and contrast the way Coach Gamble and
Mr. DeLuca felt about a second-place finish.
12. One of Jalen’s strengths is his loyalty. When Jalen
was recruited to join the Bronxville Bandits team,
Daniel insisted on going with him. When the team
wouldn’t accept Daniel, Jalen declined the offer. Was
it fair for Daniel to make that demand? What would
you have done if you were Daniel in that situation?
What would you have done if you were Jalen?
13. Mr. DeLuca was interviewed by a New York Times
restaurant reviewer as well as some TV reporters who
came to the diner to cover James’s comeback. In
these heartfelt interviews, he thanked JY for helping
to rebuild the Silver Liner Diner. Was Mr. DeLuca
aware of Jalen’s true talents and his real reason for
being friends with JY? Did he have any idea how
much of his recent luck and attention was dependent
upon JY? Do you think his cooking talents alone will
be enough to attract customers if JY decides to stop
promoting the diner?
14. What talent did Cat use to secure Jalen’s help
signaling pitches, which in turn allowed JY to
continue trying to extend his Yankees contract?
15. How did Chris get revenge after Jalen smacked
his pitching arm? Discuss this type of revenge. Could
it have caused lifelong damage? What does this tell
you about Chris and his friends, one of whom did not
want to participate but went along with it anyway?
16. When Daniel’s father, Mr. Bellone, saw what
happened to Jalen, he was angry. Despite those

strong feelings, Jalen convinced Mr. Bellone not to
say or do anything in retaliation. Mr. Bellone then
told Jalen he had the right idea to let the incident go:
“‘There’s us and there’s them and it is always good
to know the difference.’” What did Mr. Bellone mean
by that statement? Do you think that’s good advice?
17. Jalen told his father that he’d like to find his
mother. What was Mr. DeLuca’s reaction to this? Was
it the reaction Jalen was expecting?
18. Discuss Cat’s observation: when a guy is right
all the time, he is a genius, but when a girl is right,
she’s got a swollen head. Do you agree with her
statement? Explain your answer.
19. What might be some of the stereotypes
surrounding someone who is labeled a math whiz?
Why was Jalen so concerned about Ms. Smythe’s
excitement over his mathematical ability? Do you
believe Ms. Smythe’s belief that this skill would cause
the world to open up for him?
20. JY managed to find a private investigator named
Emery Moore to search for Jalen’s mother. Emery
asked what she should do if she found Elizabeth
Johnson, warning that sometimes things can go
wrong, especially when people do not want to be
found. Jalen asked her to tell his mother that he
was a good kid, a baseball player, and a friend of
JY, and that he would like to meet her. Should Jalen
have talked to his father before hiring a private
investigator? Could Mr. DeLuca have had a good
reason for not wanting Jalen to find his mother?
Discuss the emotional pain and conflict Jalen’s
decision may have caused Mr. DeLuca.
21. JY tells Jalen to be positive and keep his head
up—doors open all the time. If his head is down, he
might miss that one door that opens up his dreams.
Do you think this is a true statement? What kind of
life experiences has JY had that might make you
believe or disbelieve him? Are you surprised that JY
was so supportive of Jalen?
22. As Jalen prepared to help JY maintain his batting
average against the Astros, something happened to
prevent him from accomplishing this. Describe what
happened, and why. Who orchestrated this action
against Jalen? What part did Cat play? In the end,
why were both JY and Jalen so angry?
23. After Jalen was unable to predict pitches for JY,
he feared JY would cancel their contract. What did
Jalen stand to lose? Why was he so dependent on
JY?

24. Daniel’s father thought the Bandits players were
a nice bunch of boys. He asked Daniel and Jalen if
they liked the new teammates as much as they did
the Rockets. Discuss the differences between the
Rockets and the Bandits. Compare Chris’s actions
with Grady’s while both were injured. How did both
teams react when teammates raised their voices?
25. Coach Allen told Jalen that he was going to
have to make a decision on whether he wanted to
be a baseball genius or a baseball player. What did
Coach Allen mean by that? Do you think the coach
was correct in saying that Jalen had to choose? Why
might this be a difficult decision for Jalen?
26. When Coach Allen took the Bandits to Fenway
Park to watch the Yankees, Cat saw that they were
going to be sitting in the section with red seat
twenty-one. What was so important about that
particular seat? Who had the ticket for that seat?
27. Describe Jalen’s relationship with Cat. How was
this relationship different from the one he had with
Daniel?
28. As difficult as it was for Jalen to leave his
teammates at their championship game to help JY,
he made his choice when he remembered his father’s
words. What did his father say to him?
29. What role did Cat’s mother, Mrs. Hewlett, play in
the story? How important was her role?
30. How do distractions in the stadium interfere with
Jalen’s ability to read pitches? Discuss two different
situations where distractions hurt his ability to help
JY.
31. Jalen wanted to play in the championships so he
could help beat the Rockets. When he arrived at the
championship finals against the Rockets, he learned
there was another good reason to play. What was the
other reason? How might this reason impact his life?
32. Why did Chris make a comment about Jalen’s
father having a green card? What is a green card?
33. The title of this book is Baseball Genius: Double
Play. What was the double play?
34. After beating the Rockets in the championship
and helping JY keep his job, Jalen didn’t think his day
could get any better. What happens next that adds
even more excitement to the day?

Extension Activities
1. Why is it important to have good friends in your
life? How do Daniel and Cat help Jalen throughout
the book? Discuss Jalen’s relationships with Chris
Gamble, Dirk Benning, and Caleb Parquet. Make a
character chart showing Jalen, Daniel, Cat, Chris,
Dirk, and Caleb’s key attributes. Then consider Jalen’s
friends on the Bandits team, Grady and Fanny, and
add their traits to the chart. Do any of their attributes
match one another? Do you believe people are either
good or bad? Do you believe people can change?
2. Make a Venn diagram contrasting Cat and Jalen.
Consider Cat’s negotiating instincts and Jalen’s
baseball genius. What are their similarities and
differences?
3. Mr. DeLuca, Cat, and JY all have positive outlooks
on life. What effect do you think this has on their
lives? Make a list of five things that you can do to
help yourself or a friend stay positive.
4. What is good sportsmanship? Research the
definition of good sportsmanship online or in the
library. Find examples of good and bad sportsmanship
in Baseball Genius: Double Play. Who do you think
showed the worst sportsmanship? Who showed the
best sportsmanship? What can having good or bad
sportsmanship tell you about the characters?
5. Jalen’s mother arrived at the end of the story.
Predict the outcome of the family reunion by writing
a new chapter. Will Jalen’s mother be happy to
meet him? How will Mr. DeLuca feel when he sees
Elizabeth Johnson? What conflicts do you think will
occur? Will there be any resolutions to problems that
presently exist?
6. Research and discuss the different types of pitches
that are used in baseball. How many different kinds
are there? What distinguishes them from one another,
and why are their distinctions important? How does a
player know when to use which pitch? Do all pitchers
use the same pitches? How many different kinds of
pitches do most pitchers use? What qualities make a
pitcher good enough to play in the major leagues? If
you were a baseball player, what pitch do you think
you’d use?
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